[Effects of short interval successive partial hepatectomy on ACP, AKP, HSC70/HSP68 and PCNA in rat liver].
In this paper, the models of 36-4-4 SISPH and 4-36-36-36 SISPH were used to analyze the changes of activity and content of ACP, AKP, HSC70/HSP68 and PCNA in rat liver. The results showed that the activities of 140 kD ACP and AKP in SISPH were increased following the increase of SISPH number of times, but that of 160 kD ACP and AKP were decreased following the increase of SISPH number of times. The content of PCNA in 4-36-36-36 SISPH were more than that in 36-4-4 SISPH, in contrast for HSC70/HSP68 in these two models. Therefore, the content and activities of ACP, AKP, HSC70/HSP68 and PCNA could be strongly effected by SISPH number of times and SISPH methods. Its mechanisms and physiological significance were discussed.